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What is a curve?



A function?



Not a curve



http://sd271.k12.id.us/lchs/faculty/sjacobson/ibphysics/compendium/12_files/image003.jpg

Jams on 
accelerator



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singular_point_of_a_curve



A curve is a

set of points
with certain properties.

It is not a function.



Set of points that locally looks like a line.





Now this is OK!



 Trace of parameterized curve

 Component functions



Geometric measurements should be 

invariant
to changes of parameter.



On the board:
Effect on velocity and acceleration.



On the board:
Independence of parameter



Constant-speed parameterization

http://www.planetclegg.com/projects/WarpingTextToSplines.html



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frenet%E2%80%93Serret_formulas



Differential geometry “should” be 

coordinate-invariant.

Referring to x and y is a hack!
(but sometimes convenient…)



How do you 
characterize shape 

without coordinates?



Use coordinates from the curve to 
express its shape!

On the board:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frenet%E2%80%93Serret_formulas



https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-base-difference-between-radius-of-curvature-and-radius-of-gyration



Fundamental theorem of the 
local theory of plane curves:

k(s) characterizes a planar 
curve up to rigid motion.



Fundamental theorem of the 
local theory of plane curves:

k(s) characterizes a planar 
curve up to rigid motion.

Statement shorter than the name!



Provides intuition for curvature
Image from DDG course notes by E. Grinspun



 Binormal:  𝑻 × 𝑵
 Curvature: In-plane motion

 Torsion: Out-of-plane motion



Fundamental theorem of the 
local theory of space curves:

Curvature and torsion 
characterize a 3D curve up to 

rigid motion.



Gram-Schmidt on first n derivatives
C. Jordan, 1874

Suspicion:  Application to time series analysis?  ML?



What do these 
calculations look like 

in software?



Piecewise smooth approximations



What is the arc length of a 
cubic Bézier curve?



What is the arc length of a 
cubic Bézier curve?



Sad fact:

Closed-form 
expressions rarely exist.

When they do exist, they 
usually are messy.





Piecewise linear



Boring differential structure



THEOREM:  As 𝚫𝒉 → 𝟎, [insert statement].



THEOREM:  As 𝚫𝒉 → 𝟎, [insert statement].



Convergence to 
continuous theory

Discrete behavior



Examine discrete theories 
of differentiable curves.



Examine discrete theories
of differentiable curves.



http://mesh.brown.edu/3DPGP-2007/pdfs/sg06-course01.pdf

Normal map from curve to S1





http://mesh.brown.edu/3DPGP-2007/pdfs/sg06-course01.pdf





A “global” theorem!



http://mesh.brown.edu/3DPGP-2007/pdfs/sg06-course01.pdf



http://mesh.brown.edu/3DPGP-2007/pdfs/sg06-course01.pdf



http://mesh.brown.edu/3DPGP-2007/pdfs/sg06-course01.pdf





Total change in curvature

( )



Total change in curvature

( )



Total change in curvature
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Same integrated curvature



Same integrated curvature
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decreases 
length the 

fastest.





Same behavior in the limit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taylor_series



Does discrete curvature 
converge in limit?



Does discrete curvature 
converge in limit?

Questions:
 Type of convergence?
 Sampling?
 Class of curves?



Different discrete 
behavior

Same convergence



Curves in 3D
http://www.grasshopper3d.com/forum/topics/offseting-3d-curves-component



http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6f/Frenet.png



Structure Determination of Membrane Proteins Using Discrete Frenet Frame
and Solid State NMR Restraints

Achuthan and Quine
Discrete Mathematics and its Applications, ed. M. Sethumadhavan (2006)

NMR scanner Kinked alpha helix



Discrete Frenet frame “Bond and torsion angles”
(derivatives converge to 𝜿

and τ, resp.)

Discrete frame introduced in:
The resultant electric moment of complex molecules

Eyring, Physical Review, 39(4):746—748, 1932.



Discrete Frenet Frame, Inflection Point Solitons, and Curve Visualization
with Applications to Folded Proteins

Hu, Lundgren, and Niemi
Physical Review E 83 (2011)

Discrete construction that works for fractal curves 
and converges in continuum limit.



http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6f/Frenet.png



http://www.cs.columbia.edu/cg/rods/

Discrete Elastic Rods
Bergou, Wardetzky, Robinson, Audoly, and Grinspun

SIGGRAPH 2008



http://www.cs.columbia.edu/cg/rods/



Normal part encodes twist
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/cg/rods/



Punish turning the steering wheel 



Punish turning the steering wheel 



Punish non-tangent change in material frame



Punish non-tangent change in material frame

Swapping 𝒎𝟏 and 𝒎𝟐

does not affect 𝑬𝒕𝒘𝒊𝒔𝒕!





Most relaxed frame
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/cg/rods/



Most relaxed frame
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/cg/rods/

No twist
(“parallel transport”)



Degrees of freedom for elastic energy:
• Shape of curve
• Twist angle 𝜽



Lower index: primal

Upper index: dual



Tangent unambiguous on edge



Integrated curvature

Yet another curvature!

Turning angle



Darboux vector

Yet another curvature!

Orthogonal to osculating plane, 
norm 𝜿𝒊



Convert to pointwise and integrate



 Map tangent to tangent
 Preserve binormal
 Orthogonal

http://www.cs.columbia.edu/cg/rods/



http://www.cs.columbia.edu/cg/rods/



Note 𝜽𝟎 can be arbitrary



\omit{physics}



http://www.cs.columbia.edu/cg/threads/



http://www.cs.columbia.edu/cg/threads/



One curve,
three curvatures.



Easy theoretical object, 
hard to use.



Proper frames and DOFs 
go a long way.



Surfaces

http://graphics.stanford.edu/data/3Dscanrep/stanford-bunny-cebal-ssh.jpg
http://www.stat.washington.edu/wxs/images/BUNMID.gif
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